In this paper, we announce further results succeeding to the previous papers [2] and [3] . Suppose Ji is a von Neumann algebra and G an abelian locally compact group. Let a.teG -* a t e k\xl(Ji) be a continuous homomorphism in the sense that for each xeJi, the map :t e R -> a t (x) We apply this theorem to the structure of von Neumann algebras of type III. In [3], we showed that for a von Neumann algebra Ji of type III, there exists uniquely a semifinite von Neumann algebra Ji 0 equipped with a one parameter automorphism group {0J such that Ji ^ Ji 0 ® e R and the action a t of R on Ji, which is dual to 0, is the modular automorphism group associated with the faithful semifinite normal weight cp which is canonically constructed from a trace % on Ji 0 with % • 9 t = eh, t G R. The above theorem implies immediately the following result. COROLLARY 
